Better light is beautiful light; it makes colors appear richer, true and natural.

Choose better.

At Cree®, we believe in better lighting. Better light is beautiful light. But it’s more than just beautiful. It is light that makes you feel more productive, more relaxed and safer. Better light changes everything.

That’s why the new and improved Cree LED bulbs feature high color rendering that enhances your space and makes the colors of your décor appear vibrant, richer and more natural – true colors the way they are meant to be experienced.
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What makes them better?

Unlike some others, Cree doesn’t compromise.

High color rendering
Better light for better colors

Longer LED lifetime lasts 32 years (35,000 hours)
Up to 6x as long as the cheap LED bulbs

10 year, 100% satisfaction guarantee
Better light lasts longer and saves your more

Dimmable. No buzz. No hum.
For a list of compatible dimmers visit creebulb.com/dimmers

Floodlamp with integrated trim
Fits most standard and shallow 4” and 6” cans

Wet rated
Suitable for use in wet locations

ENERGY STAR® qualified
For high performance and superior energy efficiency
Enhance your recessed lighting experience and complement the architecture and décor of your home. The Cree Baffle Trims absorb stray light and reduce glare, while directing light where you want it – beneath the downlight. Cree Eyelid Trims direct light towards a wall to highlight artwork or architecture and wash a wall with light.

Affordable and easy to install, Cree LED Recessed Downlight Trims come in 4” and 6” sizes to fit Cree Dimmable LED Retrofit Recessed Downlights.*

Choose your trim

Matte Black
Provides the best glare reduction and a dramatic ceiling appearance when unlit

Satin Nickel
Complements modern decor and stainless steel appliances with good glare reduction and blends seamlessly with the ceiling when unlit

Satin Copper
Complements traditional design and wood tones with good glare reduction and blends with the ceiling when unlit

Eyelid
Directs light from a downlight washing the wall with light to highlight artwork or architecture and makes a dramatic design statement.

*Downlights sold separately.